Natural mortality in Mackerel and Horse Mackerel
Current situation
• Natural mortality (M) is fixed at
0.15, all ages, all years from 1980.
• This value is based on estimates of
total mortality derived from
tagging data combined with catch
data (Hamre 1978, Anon 1978,
Hamre 1980). The first mackerel
working group report where this
value was given was 1983 (ICES,
1984).

Questions
• Should natural mortality be allowed
vary with age?
• What evidence do we have that can be
used?
• What are the consequences for the
assessment?

Rationale: we know that…
• M changes over time due to
changes in abundance of
predators, feeding conditions,
disease etc.
• Natural mortality (M) is much
higher in small / younger age
classes and also for very old fish
approaching maximum age.

Considering alternative options for M
1. Fixed M over all ages but changing over time, with M estimated
from models.
2. Age varying M with
(a) M at age values estimated from models (fixed in time or varying over time).
(b) M at age values borrowed from models, but scaled to fixed M=0.15 over
certain age range (fixed in time).
(c) the M at age pattern borrowed from surrogate species such as herring, and
then scaled the pattern to fixed M=0.15 for certain ages (fixed in time).

SMS: 8 main commercial roundfish
(cod, haddock, whiting, saithe, herring,
sprat, sandeel, sole). Mackerel, Horse
mackerel, Grey Gurnard, Porpoise,
Seals, Birds, Hake as external
predators, with no mortality
information. 1 Fleet. (Key Run-2015)
EwE: 69 function groups, mammals,
birds, fish species, benthos, plankton.
11 Fleets.(Key Run-2015, covering
1991-2013). Mackerel and horse
mackerel as species.
Le Mans: length-species based model.
4 fleets

3 North Sea models

1. Fixed M over all ages but changing over time.

Figure 1. Estimates from the North Sea EwE model key Run (ICES 2015) [note: the Horse mackerel
estimates are not considered reliable, so would not be recommended]

Figure 2. Estimates from the North Sea LeMans model (Rob Thorpe, Cefas; Thorpe et al. 2015)

2. Age varying M
(a) M at age values estimated from models (fixed in time or varying over time).
Figure 4.
Estimates from
the North Sea
LeMans model
(Rob Thorpe,
Cefas). Average
mortality at size
from 2005-2015
from 200 model
ensembles. (See
also figure 2).
Figure 3. Model estimate of M at age, reproduced from
Simmonds et al. 2010 (Figure 9a). (Mackerel)

2. Age varying M
(b) M at age values borrowed from models, but scaled to fixed M=0.15 over certain age range (fixed in time).

Figure 6. M at age derived from the LeMans model

2. Age varying M
(b) M at age values borrowed from models, but scaled to fixed M=0.15 over certain age range (fixed in time).

Figure 7. Mackerel mortality estimates based used by Robin Boyd (pers. Comm)

2. Age varying M
(c) the M at age pattern borrowed from surrogate species such as herring, and then scaling the pattern to fixed
M=0.15 for certain ages (fixed in time).

Figure 8. Derived M pattern for mackerel or horse mackerel based on herring surrogate.

Conclusions/ discussion
• Natural mortality (M) has been fixed at 0.15 for decades, but we know that M
should be higher in younger ages and older ages.
• Model-based evidence for mackerel and horse mackerel indicates that changes in
total M over time and changes in M at age are fairly stable, so there is no strong
justification for time varying M. Declines in cod predation, balanced by increase
from hake?
• Available models indicate that M might be higher, but these are inconsistent and
uncertain so don’t provide for a strong justification for changing the current
M=0.15.
• Model estimates can be used to derive possible patterns for M at age.
• Using the pattern of M at age from a well-studied surrogate species, an age
varying M can be derived for mackerel and horse mackerel.

Suggestions to evaluate
1. Age varying M,
scaled to 0.15 over
all ages
2. Age vary M, scaled
to 0.15 over ages
which ages? 4-8? ,
2-6?
3. U-shaped M, with
fixed M ages 2-6
4. Herring surrogate
pattern?

Figure 8. Derived M pattern for mackerel or horse mackerel based on herring su

Options

